**Ridgway's Hawk Scramble**

Rearrange the letters below to reveal the words about our bird of the day.

| 1. KAHW | HAWK | A type of bird of prey. |
| 2. STNE | NEST | A structure or place that a bird uses for laying eggs and raising chicks. |
| 3. SNILDA | ISLAND | Many of these make up the Caribbean. |
| 4. FTESRO | FOREST | A large area covered by trees. |
| 5. ECPRH | PERCH | Where a bird might sit. |
| 6. EPYR | PREY | An animal that is hunted or killed by another. |
| 7. NOTERD | RODENT | A mouse or rat are examples of this type of animal. |
| 8. ITTAHBA | HABITAT | The place where a plant or animal lives. |
| 9. CPSEEIS | SPECIES | A group of similar animals. |
| 10. AIHLNOIPAS | HISPANIOLA | This island is home to two Caribbean countries. |
| 11. NEEDDANEGR | ENDANGERED | When a species' total population is declining, and they are at risk of extinction. |
| 12. NEONTAIOCSVR | CONSERVATION | The protection and wise use of natural resources. |